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Conditions for mixed autoregressive-moving average processes with time- 
dependent coefficients to be purely nondeterministic and invertible can be 
obtained from classical difference equations theory. These conditions involve 
one-sided Green’s functions or their matricial equivalents. A recursive com- 
.putation of these functions is proposed, which allows one to drop the assumption 
of nondegeneracy classicaly made about the highest order matrix of difference 
operators; it constitutes thus a generalized definition of these functions. 
Let {Q; t E Z} be an m-dimensional real-valued stochastic process, the Q’S 
being uncorrelated, with mean zero and unity covariance matrix (this latter 
assumption is not restrictive). Consider the following relation: 
2) 
%, - C Ftjxt-j = e to% - i etjwj , t EC (1) 
j=l j=l 
where the zt’s are n-dimensional random variables, the vtj’s and 8,‘s n x n and 
?t x m real matrices. Provided that a valid solution exists, (1) is the mixed 
autoregressive-moving average definition of an n-dimensional mean zero 
stochastic process {zt; t E Z}. We wish to determine under what conditions such 
a process is a second-order purely nondeterministic one, and whether it is 
invertible. 
In brief, (1) can be written 
W)% = Wtht P te‘z; (1’) 
R(t) and M(t) are, respectively, the autoregressive operator, of thepth order, and 
the moving average one, of the qth order. Actually, both are finite linear difference 
operators. It is thus a quite natural idea to seek the above-mentioned conditions 
from classical linear difference equations theory. 
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1. PURELY NONDETERMINISTIC PROCESSES 
Let 5? be the Hilbert space of all random variables with mean zero and finite 
variance, the scalar product being the covariance. Let {yt; t E H} be a process in 
-sP2, and denote by Z2(y; t) the subspace spanned by {yU 1 u < t>. {ytj is a 
purely nondeterministic process iff 
Now, consider the homogeneous equation associated with (I), 
R(t)zt = 0, tcz. (2) 
If the determinant ( vtl, ] does not vanish on Z, there exist (cf. [2]) np linearly 
independent solutions #r(t),..., &,(t) to (2), such that 
!w ... *m(t) 
&(t - 1) *** 
(Cl(t) = : 
i 
G& - 1) 
w-P+ 1) ... hv(t -P + 1) 1 
is invertible for any t; define the n x n matrix 
(GO, s))ii = 64(t) #J(S)-% , i,j = 1 ,..., n. (3) 
If n = 1, G(t, S) is a scalar, the one-sided Green’s function associated with the 
autoregressive operator R(t), and can be explicitly written as 
w> ... &J(t) 
1 w 7 1) ... G(t, 4 = VW - 1) 
1 I)(s)] (4) : 
MS-P+ 1) ..* &(s-;I:+ 1) 
Therefore, we refer to G(t, s) (when n > 1) as the one-sided Green’s matrix. 
Finally, we use the following matricial norm. For any matrix A = (aii), 
II A II = CU I aij I. 
THEOREM 1. If 
I %I 
t 
I f 0, VtEZ, (5) 
.C, II G(t> s)ll < ~0, Vt EC (6) 
and if there exists a constant M such that 
(7) 
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the moving average process 
Zt = e to% - 2 [“‘F”’ G(t, t + j - r> et+j-r.5 - G(t, t - Y> 8,_,so] %+ (8) 
T=l I=1 
is a second-order purely nondeterministic fnean zero process which is a solution of ( 1). 
Its covariance function is 
min(t,s+d minka-1) 
COV(lt ) z,) = x&z’, = c ,& IlGtt, 4 “3, Is> + G(t> PI G’ts, 41 CCL=-cc 
x t earje,&--a+i  i G(t, 4 G’ts, 4 2 et& . 
j-x-0 me-m 5=0 
Proof. Let wt = M(t)qt . Equation (7) implies that I] wtw; 11 is uniformly 
bounded on Z; together with (6), this is sufficient (cf. [2, Chap. 41) for (1) to be 
solvable in 9, the solution being 
zt = f G(t, t - r) w+ . (10) 
7=0 
Substituting M(t)?, for wt in (10) and rearranging gives (8); (9) can be derived by 
a simple computation. Equation (8) defines a purely nondeterministic process, 
since 
syz; t) c P(7); t) 
and 
& P2(% t) = m. 
Equation (8) does not imply, however, that the ~t)s are the innovations of the 
process. 
Condition (6) in Theorem 1 is not a simple one, and is not easily expressible 
in terms of the (ptj’s, since it involves a fundamental system of solutions, the 
inversion of a np x np matrix, or the computation of the Casorati associated 
with the autoregressive operator. We proposed, in [1], a new, recursive, definition 
of the one-sided Green’s function. That definition can be extended to the 
n-dimensional case; furthermore, it induces a generalization of the one-sided 
Green’s matrices; As a consequence, Theorem 1 can be restated (Theorem 1’ 
below) without any assumption about 1 qte 1. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the n-dimensional linear da&ence operator 
l?(t) = IL0 + or,(t)L + **a + or,(t)Lp, 
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where L is the lag operator (Lz, = z,-,), and the ai(t p+ 1 real-valued matrices. 
Define the n x n matricesg,, recursively, as follows: 
gto = I 
(1) 
rrt3 = -qj 
(8) 
gt* = =t* 
(s+1) = 
% 
(8) 
-rrts 
(4 %-s,i-3 + fl,, * 
Whenever the one-sided Green’s matrices G(t, .) associated with R(t) exist, 
g,, = G(t, t - s). 
If the G(t, .)‘s do not exist, (11) gives a generalization of the concept of one-sided 
Green’s matrix, having all their desirable properties; in partkular, the only solution 
of 
R(t)zt = wt , t = a, a + I,..., 
with initial conditions x,-~ = z,-~ = . . . = z,-, = 0, is given by 
COROLLARY (Theorem 1’) . Theorem 1 still holds, without assumption (5), ;f 
the one-sided Green’s matrices are defined as in (1 l), with q(t) = -kf . 
The results of Theorem 1 can thus be extended, for example, to the case where 
the order p = p(t) of R(t) is itself time dependent. 
Proof. It is easy to see that (1) is equivalent to 
Xt = i g,jw:-f + y (LA) “tj zt-f * 
3-o 3=Wfl 
(12) 
Consider (l), for t > m, as a difference equation with initial conditions 
2+, = 2 m-p+, = *** = zm-l = 0. (13) 
Such an equation (cf. [2]) has one and only one solution & on [m -p, a~), 
provided that 1 vtp) 1 # 0 (t > m): 
m>t>m-p, 
(14) 
lClt = z G(t, t - j) wt-j, t 2 m, 
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This holds for any value of wt. Eqs. (12) and (14), for TV = t - m, thus imply that 
‘3~ s) = gt,t-, . 
If 1 vt, 1 vanishes for some value of t, (12) shows that (14) remains a solution 
of (1) with initial conditions (13). And the asymptotic results [2, pp. 25-261 upon 
which Theorem 1 relies make no use of (5) itself; only definition (3) does. 
2. INVERTIBLE P~omssEs 
Recall that the innovation at time t of a purely nondeterministic process 
(zt} is the projection of zt on the subspace of 9s orthogonal to P(z; t - 1). 
Even in simple univariate cases, an explicit computation of the innovations is not, 
generally, an easy task, except for invertible processes. A process {zt} is invertible 
iff the generating process Q is expressible as a linear combination of the zU’s 
(u < t), i.e. iff 
which implies that P(z; t) = P(v; t). 
Let us call innovation space the subspace spanned by the innovation at time t, 
and normed innovation any orthonormal basis of that space. Such a definition 
introduces, of course, an indetermination (except for the scalar case) which has 
sometimes been exaggerately emphasized, the basic concept being that of 
innovation space rather than that of innovation itself. 
In this last section, we suppose that (6) and (7) are satisfied, that n > m, and 
that 8,, is a full-rank matrix (t E Z), without which inversion is a meaningless 
problem. Hence, there exists at least one invertible submatrix m x m in any et,,; 
denote it by lJ$ . Let It be the set indexing the lines of 0;s in flro; denote by 
e* tS , & , and zf the restrictions of et, , vtl , and at to those lines indexed by 
IF, Finally, define the following m x m matrices: 
H(t, t) = I df) = fP.0 *Y-I tl t3 t-3.0 
Now, we can state the following invertibility condition: 
THEOREM 3. rf (6) and (7) are satisfied, if &,, is of full rank m on E, and if 
j, II WY 91 < a, vt EZ, 
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the purely nondeterministic process dejked by (1) OY (8) is invertible, and the explicit 
inversion is given by 
Furthermore, the Q’S are (up to the above-mentioned indetermination) {+}‘s 
normalized innovations, and (8) their Wold-Cram& decomposition. 
Of course, if 1 et0 1 does not vanish on Z, the matrices H(t, s) can also be 
obtained from a system of mq linearly independent solutions of 
Proof. Consider the linear difference equation 
e,*,% - fl Gh-* = G - tl dh-j , 
it can be written 
(17) 
with 
From Theorem l’, 11 Ev,*vf’ jj is uniformly bounded on Z, which gives for (17) 
an analog of condition (7). Hence, 
;it = i H(t,s)v:. 
s---4) 
Equation (16) follows immediately. Since P(z; t) = P(l); t), {Q) is (~3~)‘s 
innovation process. 
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